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Employment is one of  the key indicator of  national development and prosperity.  
Aim ofz every government is to create more employment opportunities, avenues 
and environment for its people.  The new employment avenues are created through 

policy decisions.  Judicious and efficient utilization of  available human resources in turn makes 
economy strong, visible, dominant and vibrant.

Government of  India too in its decision to allow foreign direct investment in multi brand, 
visualizes creating ten million jobs in retail domain.  The argument forwarded by government 
and others favoring Foreign Direct Investment in multi brand retail trade believes that both 
modern retail trade (big chains) powered by foreign investments (funds) and traditional retail 
(unorganized and small) can co-exists together in competitive environment.  Also they strongly 
believe that this competitive environment will also create ten million jobs in retail domain in 
addition to existing jobs in current retail sphere of  India.

This argument of  job addition in retail sphere is not explained by any proponent of  
Foreign Direct Investment or the Government of  India.  This figure seems to be a hypothetical 
as the global experiences clearly indicates that large retail chains definitely have created few 
white collared jobs along with few other jobs, but has actually led to mass unemployment 
amongst the traditional retail job market (unorganized retail sector).  This book; armed with 
global experiences and research on the subject of  mega retail and employment - rebuts the 
government’s argument on creation of  additional jobs without harming existing jobs in retail 
sphere.  

Confederation of  All India Traders (CAIT) with this book invites open forum debate 
with the proponents of  FDI in multi brand retail so that a true picture is presented in front 
of  Indian citizens.  CAIT strongly believes that foreign direct investment in multi-brand trade 
will destroy the traditional retail sector which is forefront in contributing towards economic 
growth and National Development.  

CAIT extends thanks to Bhaskar Kanungo, Virender Singh Gahlot and their team for 
conducting research on the employment v/s retail trade.

 B.C.  Bhartia
Place: New Delhi National President
Date: September 01, 2012 Confederation of  All India Traders

Preface
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FDI in multi-brand retail will lead to widespread displacement and poor treatment of  
Indian workers in retail, logistics, agriculture and manufacturing.  

– Jyotiraditya Scindia, Minister of  State for Commerce and Industry in reply to Rajya Sabha on August 24, 20121.

 1. Introduction

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in multi-brand Retail is one of  the most debated topic of  
contemporary India.  FDI in multi-brand retail is projected as panacea for many economic and 
social shortcomings of  India.  Government of  India, which is committed to introduce FDI in 
retail, strongly believes it will be able to generate large scale (around 10 million) employment to 
Indian population with the help of  foreign investment in retail.  Its not just the Government 
of  India which claims to rollout some 10 million new jobs, but also the corporate India, 
which believes that FDI in retail will revolutionize the employment scenario in retail sector.  
Similar views are echoed by the paid consultants and pressure bodies who works for the 
vested interest of  corporate India.  One must remember in the name of  work efficiency, the 
Government of  India since the era of  liberalization, has abolished many posts, deliberately not 
filling up many posts in the name of  resource crunch or delay in sanction of  posts.  Similarly 
the corporate India, which strongly advocates work efficiency and productivity is known for 
high use of  mechanization and technology with reduced manpower.  More strange is the fact 
that the foreign companies which aims to heavily invest in retail business and operations in 
India, has no remarkable record of  significant job creation and employment welfare.  However 
due to repeated propaganda by Government, Foreign Governments especially United States 
of  America, corporate lobby and its bodies like CII, FICCI, consulting agencies like PWC, 
ICRIAR, and investors like Wal-Mart and its Indian partners and possible beneficiaries are 
misleading Indian population about the potential employment generation without divulging 
any facts and figures behind this claim.  This paper aims to refute the claims and would like to 
seek answers from the proponents of  FDI in retail to counter the arguments presented in this 
paper with any empirical findings, if  any.  The objective is not to confront with government or 
any individual but in the interest of  millions of  Indians, the country has every right to know 
the very basics of  assumption or study by which Government believes to generate additional 
10 million employment in first three years of  implementation of  FDI in retail.  The important 
aspect which needs to be kept in mind is 10 million new jobs, which means these jobs should 
be apart from existing jobs. 

 1. http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-08-22/news/33322538_1_multi-brand-bharti-wal-mart-wal-mart-
stores
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 2. 10 Million New Employment Generation Vs Empirical Evidences

Union Commerce Minister, Anand Sharma, on November 24, 2011, announced that FDI 
in multi-brand retail will generate 10 million new employment opportunities in retail sector 
without impacting existing employment in unorganized retail sector2.  Out of  these 10 million 
new employment avenues, around 50 to 60 percent will be from logistics and infrastructure 
providing services to organized retail trade3.  All these figures sounds very tempting and attracts 
the attention of  educated unemployed youths of  country.  However, neither the Government 
nor the key economists, advisers, consultants and lobbyists of  FDI in retail have explained 
the figures in public, despite country’s interest in knowing these facts.  These sections, instead 
of  giving any break-up and rationale of  magical figure of  10 million new employment, keeps 
repeating about the magical figure of  10 million new employment avenues associated with 
FDI in retail and other benefits to Indian economy.  

Scholars after scholars have refuted the employment claims related with FDI in retail 
as given by government of  India and its coteries.  Before crediting scholars, lets evaluate 
governments claim of  10 million employment.  FDI in multi-brand retail is approved and allowed 
in 51 metropolitan cities of  India.  In order to understand the employment opportunities in 
organized retail, data from key organized retail has been collated from different sources.  This 
is an attempt to understand the employment potential of  new employment to be generated 
incase of  flow of  foreign money.

Key Organized Retail Approximate Number Total Retail Stores Per Store Average
Players of  India of  Total Employment   Employment
 Opportunities in year   Generation
 2012 (till March)  
Pantaloon 36,000 138 261
Aditya Birla Group 11,000 640 17
Bharti Retail 2,000 130 15
Vishal Retail 30,000 172 174
Spensers Retail 50,000 220 227
Shoppers Stop 6,000 36 167

 2. http://timesofi ndia.indiatimes.com/india/FDI-in-retail-will-create-10-million-jobs-in-3-years-Anand-Sharma/
articleshow/10867757.cms

 3. Bob Evans (2011), http://www.forbes.com/sites/sap/2011/12/02/how-india-and-wal-mart-will-create-10-million-
jobs/
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The above example clearly shows that even the big retail marts which operates in more 
than one lakh square feet area of  operations per store has near to 200 employees per store.  Its 
not just Indian statistics which indicates that an average employment offered per retail store 
(mega retail outlet) is roughly around 200, but the same is also true for much bigger retail 
outlets of  companies like Wal-Mart.  The average employment offered by each of  Wal-mart’s 
store is around 245 employees4,.  Out of  which, a large number of  employees are red and blue 
collared employees while few are white collared employees.  Majority of  the stores operate 
in big cities and towns.  In order to generate 10 million new employment, it clearly means 
opening up of  expanding organized retail business operation 10 times in Indian cities.  This is 
only possible if  each organized retailer is able to open 10 more stores against each prevailing 
store.  Even for the time being, even if  we accept that with the help of  foreign money and 
collaboration, Indian retailers and foreign retail giants will open new mega stores in the ration 
of  10:1, then it raises questions about a) loss of  business for small and medium shopkeepers or 
neighborhood stores, ultimately leading to job cuts, and b) economic viability of  many mega-
retail chains in each cities, as the number of  buyers will not change despite multiplication of  
new mega retail stores in there.  When the proportion and density of  new mega retail chain is 
high in comparison to consumers, it is obvious that in order to survive, each business will have 
to cut it direct and indirect expenses.  In such scenarios, can the Government explain how 
it aims to generate additional and 10 m jobs in organised retail sector with proposed FDI in 
retail, without destabilizing the current employment in unorganized retail. So far, as the hope 
of  any revolution in terms of  employment through FDI in retail is concerned – it can be safely 
termed as pure myth.  

The global retail companies Brands which are eagerly waiting to invest in Indian retail 
sector on their country instead of  creating more employment has rather resulted in job cuts in 
overall retail sector?. A study by Neumark and his coleauges in 2008, found with the opening of  
Wal-Mart, the county-level retail employment reduced by about 150 workers, implies that each, 
in general, each Wal-Mart worker replaces approximately 1.4 retail workers.  This represents  
2.7 percent reduction in average retail employment.  Its not just direct retail employment, but 
also the payroll results indicates that Wal-Mart store openings lead to decline in county-level 
retail earnings of  about $1.4 million, or 1.5 percent5 .

 4. Walmart has approximately 8900 stores in year 2011.  Total number of  employees employed in year 2012 is 
approximately 2.2 million.

 5. Neumark, David & Zhang, Junfu & Ciccarella, Stephen, 2008.  "The effects of  Wal-Mart on local labor markets," 
Journal of  Urban Economics, Elsevier, vol.  63(2), pages 405-430, March.
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Similarly, the study Barrison, 2011, exposes the myth of  job creation by Wal-Mart in the 
year 2006.  It was this period when Wal-Mart promised to bring jobs to the cash-strapped 
community.  However, this was just the company's rhetoric and has very little to do with the 
reality: Within two years of  Walmart's opening its doors, 82 local stores went out of  business.  
Instead of  growing Chicago's retail economy, Walmart simply overtook it - absorbing sales 
from other city stores and shuttering dozens of  them in the process6.  Its just not the closure 
of  those 82 shops, but the prominent fact is, instead of  creating promised employment, it 
actually snatched the jobs from people associated with those 82 local stores.  In terms of  total 
new employment created for the community was actually less than that actual job loss.

Basker, in his study clearly established that big retail chains in the initial years of  their 
operation in any new area.  While with the passage of  time, sooner, a significant proportion 
of  job cuts are done by the retail giants in the name of  productivity, efficiency and cost 
cutting.  High investment in state of  art technology ensures that with the minimum number 
of  employees, the stores can work very effectively and efficiently.  

Wal-Mart entry increases retail employment by 100 jobs in the year of  entry.  Half  
of  this gain disappears over the next five years as other retail establishments exit and 
contract, leaving a long-run statistically significant net gain of  50 jobs.  Wholesale 
employment declines by approximately 20 jobs due to Wal-Mart’s vertical integration.  
No spillover effect is detected in retail sectors in which Wal-Mart does not compete 
directly, suggesting Wal-Mart does not create agglomeration economics in retail 
trade at the county level7.

Study by David and Goetz finds that, after controlling other factors that influence growth, 
those with a larger density of  small, locally owned businesses experienced greater per capita 
income growth between 2000 and 2007.  

The presence of  large, non-local businesses, meanwhile, had a negative effect on incomes8.  
Economic growth models that control other relevant factors reveal a positive relationship 
between density of  locally owned firms and per capita income growth but only for small (10-
99 employees) firms, whereas the density of  large 

 6. Barrison, Steven (2011), Study proves it: Walmart super-stores kill off  local small businesses, http://articles.
nydailynews.com/2011-05-04/local/29523684_1_small-businesses-david-neumark-city-stores, page accessed on April 
3, 2012.

 7. Basker, Emek (2005), Job Creation or Destruction? Labor-Market Effects of  Wal-Mart Expansion.  Review of  
Economics and Statistics, Vol.  87, No.  1, http://ssrn.com/abstract=371102, page accessed on May 8, 2012.

 8. David A.  Fleming and Stephan J.  Goetz (2011), Does Local Firm Ownership Matter?, Economic Development 
Quarterly, http://edq.sagepub.com/content/25/3/277.abstract
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(more than 500 workers) firms not owned locally has a negative effect.  These results 
provide strong evidence that local ownership matters for economic growth but 
limited to small size category.  Results are robust across rural and urban counties9.

This is an important finding, which clearly indicates that small retail shops works in the 
interest of  local community.  Even the domestic players who own big retail chains too do not 
contribute much towards local neighborhood development.  

 3. Small and Local Retailers – The Spinners of  Employment and Economy

The debate of  FDI in retail has generated much heat in India in the last couple of  months.  
Most of  the small shopkeepers and traders have been protesting against the move to open 
retail gates for foreign investors. It is this section, which, despite being highly unorganized 
and divided, provides direct employment to some 45 million population and equal number of  
employment to people catering to retail sector.  We can realistically imagine the magnitude of  
livehood associated with unorganised retail sector.  Very less relevant literatures are currently 
available on the Indian retail employment, as the unorganized sector, faces lot of  challenges 
in terms of  data, information and other aspects.  Under such circumstances, the evidence of  
studies carried out in Western Countries exposes the myth of  new employment in addition to 
existing employment in retail sector.  

Civic Economics has found that local businesses buy more goods and services locally and 
employ more people locally per unit of  sales.  One of  the reason behind this phenomena is 
majority local business operates locally and are smaller in size, hence having headquarters or 
staff  elsewhere.  It further said: 

Every $1 million spent at local bookstores, for example, creates $321,000 in additional 
economic activity in the area, including $119,000 in wages paid to local employees.  
That same $1 million spent at chain bookstores generates only $188,000 in local 
economic activity, including $71,000 in local wages.  The same was true in the other 
categories.  For every $1 million in sales, independent toy stores create 2.22 local 
jobs, while chains create just 1.3110.

Similar findings can be observed in the report of  Andersonville Development Corporation 
(2004).  It observed that:

 9. David A.  Fleming and; Stephan J.  Goetz (2011); Does Local Firm Ownership Matter? Economic Development 
Quarterly August 2011 25: 277-281, http://edq.sagepub.com/content/25/3/277.refs

 10. Civic Economics (2007), San Franciso Retail Diversity Study, http://sonomacounty.golocal.coop/stories/san_franciso_retail_
diversity_study/14/, page accessed on June 23, 2012.
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Locally owned businesses generate 70 percent more local economic impact per square 
foot than chain stores.  Spending $100 at one of  the neighborhood's independent 
businesses creates $68 in additional local economic activity, while spending $100 at 
a chain produces only $43 worth of  local impact.  They also found that the local 
businesses generated slightly more sales per square foot compared to the chains 
($263 versus $243).  Because chains funnel more of  this revenue out of  the local 
economy, the study concluded that, for every square foot of  space occupied by a 
chain, the local economic impact is $105, compared to $179 for every square foot 
occupied by an independent business11.  

Another interesting study of  Michigan region, conduced by Civic Economics has identified 
the importance of  local and small stores in community development.

This study concludes that if  residents of  Grand Rapids and surrounding Kent 
County, Michigan, were to redirect 10 percent of  their total spending from chains to 
locally owned businesses, the result would be $140 million in new economic activity 
for the region, including 1,600 new jobs and $53 million in additional payroll.  The 
study calculates the market share of  independent businesses in four categories: 
pharmacy (41%), grocery (52%), restaurants (50%), and banks (6%).  It analyzes the 
amount of  money spent at these businesses stays in the area compared to national 
chains.  Local restaurants, for example, return more than 56% of  their revenue to the 
local economy in the form of  wages, goods and services purchased locally, profits, 
and donations.  Chain restaurants return only 37%.  Measuring the total economic 
impact of  this difference, including indirect and induced activity, the study estimates 
that $1 million spent at chain restaurants produces about $600,000 in additional local 
economic activity and supports 10 jobs.  Spending $1 million at local restaurants, 
meanwhile, generates over $900,000 in added local economic activity and supports 
15 jobs12.

 4. Big Retail Chains : Wages and Employment Environment

It is not just the number of  employees in big retail chains, but also the wages and the conditions 
of  employment needs to be looked at in order to understand the impact.  People favoring 

 11. Civic Economics (2004), The Andersonville Study of  Retail Economics http://civiceconomics.com/app/
download/5841713404/AndersonvilleStudy.pdf

 12. Civic Economics (2008), Local Works: Examining the Impact of  Local Business on the West Michigan Economy, 
http://civiceconomics.com/app/download/5841655104/GR+Local+Works+Complete.pdf
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FDI in retail will argue for glorified and very comfortable employment environment.  To a 
certain extent this is true because generally the foreign funded retail business in India can be 
expected to have good infrastructural facilities, while the unorganized retail, especially small 
shops or even the medium size shops and other trading channels do not have the to spend on 
comfort.  However, we must understand that the basic requirement of  employees is wages.  It 
is well known fact that like most of  the private organizations, the big retail chain too ensure 
their profit margins by investing on technology and cost cutting. Very few employees in these 
organizations are highly paid while majority of  employees are low wage earners.  In general, 
the wages of  workers performing similar kind of  job is slightly lesser in big corporations than 
smaller companies.  This is mainly because of  brand tag, where the employees compromise 
in terms of  wages in the name of  big brand and also the feeling of  employment security.  
However, in reality, the big corporations, prefers to hire skilled and semi skilled workers in 
large numbers and put them under rigorous ‘corporate training’.  Very few employees are 
able to pass the stringent test and are confirmed as employees. The Rest are terminated. With 
such practise, companies manage decent pool of  resources who are willing to work hard, and 
accepting the dictates of  employes and conditions set by them.

According to Dube and others (2011), in United States of  America, the birth place of  
giant retail chain – Wal-Mart, about 900,000 Wal-Mart workers, or 65 percent of  its U.S.  
workforce, are paid less than $12 an hour.  More than one-fifth earn less than $9 an hour. 
Overall, Wal-Mart's hourly workers earn 12.4 percent less than retail workers as a whole13.  In 
the words of  Nelson Lichtenstein, Walmart founder Sam Walton once said, "I pay low wages.  
I can take advantage of  that.  We're going to be successful, but the basis is a very low-wage, 
low-benefit model of  employment."14

Critics have noted that in 2001, the average wage for a Walmart Sales Clerk was $8.23 
per hour, or $13,861 a year, while the federal poverty line for a family of  three was 
$14,630.  In August 2006, Walmart announced that it would roll out an average pay 
increase of  6% for all new hires at 1,200 U.S.  Walmarts and Sam's Club locations, but at 
the same time would institute pay caps on veteran workers. While Walmart maintains 
that the measures are necessary to stay competitive, critics believe that the salary caps 
are primarily an effort to push higher-paid veteran workers out of  the company.15

 13. Arindrajit Dube, Dave Graham-Squire, Ken Jacobs and Stephanie Luce (2007), Living Wage Policies and Big-box 
Retail: How a Higher Wage Standard Would Impact Wal-Mart Workers and Shoppers - UC Berkeley Center for Labor 
Research and Education, http://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/retail/walmart_livingwage_policies07.pdf

 14. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/walmart/secrets/inside.html
 15. Staff  Writer.  (August 7, 2006).  "Walmart increases starting pay, adds wage caps".  USA Today.  Retrieved on March 2, 

2007.
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Dube and others in another study (2007), found that the setting up of  mega retail 
chains sets new wage orders not only within its own premises but also on the surrounding 
neighborhood retail market.

The study (A Downward Push: The Impact of  Wal-Mart Stores on Retail Wages 
and Benefits ) focuses on stores that opened between 1992 and 2000 and concludes, 
"Opening a single Wal-Mart store lowers the average retail wage in the surrounding 
county between 0.5 and 0.9 percent." Not only did Wal-Mart lower average wage 
rates, but "every new Wal-Mart in a county reduced the combined or aggregate 
earnings of  retail workers by around 1.5 percent." Because this number is higher 
than the reduction in average wages, it indicates that Wal-Mart not only lowered pay 
rates, but also reduced the total number of  retail jobs.  The study further stresses 
on the cumulative impact of  Wal-Mart store openings on retail earnings at the state 
level and nationwide.  "At the national level, our study concludes that in 2000, total 
earnings of  retail workers nationwide were reduced by $4.5 billion due to Wal-
Mart’s presence," the researchers find.  Most of  these losses were concentrated in 
metropolitan areas.  Although Wal-Mart is often associated with rural areas, three-
quarters of  the stores it built in the 1990s were in metropolitan counties16.

Davis and others (2009), in their research paper - The Impact of  an Urban Wal-Mart 
Store on Area Businesses, found the negative impact of  Wal-Mart in terms of  employment 
scenario of  local neighborhood of  Chicago.  

The opening of  a Wal-Mart on the West Side of  Chicago in 2006 led to the closure of  
about one-quarter of  the businesses within a four-mile radius, according to this study 
by researchers at Loyola University.  They tracked 306 businesses, checking their status 
before Wal-Mart opened and one and two years post openingof  store. More than 
half  were also surveyed by phone about employees, their work hours, and wages.  By 
the second year, 82 of  the businesses had closed.  Businesses within close proximity 
of  Wal-Mart had a 40 percent chance of  closing.  The probability of  going out of  
business fell 6 percent with each mile away from Wal-Mart.  These closures resulted in 
elimination of  equivalent of  300 full-time jobs, about as many Wal-Mart added to the 
area.  Sales tax and employment data provided by the state of  Illinois for Wal-Mart's zip 
code and surrounding zip codes confirmed that overall sales and employment in the 

 16. Arindrajit Dube, T.  William Lester, and Barry Eidlin, (2007) A Downward Push: The Impact of  Wal-Mart Stores on 
Retail Wages and Benefi ts , UC Berkeley Center for Labor Research and Education, http://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/
retail/walmart_downward_push07.pdf
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neighborhood did not increase, but actually dipped from the trend line.  Although 
Wal-Mart claims its urban stores recapture dollars leaking to the suburbs, the findings 
of  this study suggest that urban Wal-Mart stores primarily displace sales from other 
city stores.  There is no evidence that Wal-Mart sparked any significant net growth in 
economic activity or employment in the area.  The study also examined Wal-Mart's Job 
and Opportunity Zones initiative, which provided marketing for five local businesses.  
Even this initiative is largely ineffective in achieving its much publicized goal17.  

The champions of  mega retail have defended the mega retails and have rubbished the 
discourse of  negative impact on small shopkeepers.  Once such example is "Has Wal-Mart 
Buried Mom and Pop?", claims that there is no evidence that Wal-Mart has had an overall 
negative impact on the small business sector.  

A close inspection of  the study by the Institute for Local Self-Reliance, however, 
found major flaws.  The authors failed to use the correct U.S.  Census data when 
attempting to show that "mom and pop" businesses have not experienced a net 
decline over the past two decades.  When the correct data set is used, it is clear that 
the small business sector is much less robust now than it once was, with the number 
of  retail businesses with fewer than 10 employees declining by one-fifth from 1982-
2002.  This decrease is even more drastic, when measured relative to the population.  
During the 20-year period, the number of  retail firms with 1-4 employees per 1 
million people fell by 38% and retail firms with 5-9 employees per 1 million people 
declined by 30%18.

In another study, Goetz and Swaminathan (2006) mentioned
The presence of  a Wal-Mart store hinders a community's ability to move families out 
of  poverty, according to this study.  After controlling for other factors that influence 
poverty rates, the study found that U.S.  counties that had more Wal-Mart stores in 
1987 had a higher poverty rate in 1999 than did counties that started the period with 
fewer or no Wal-Mart stores.  The study also found that counties that added Wal-Mart 
stores between 1987 and 1998 experienced higher poverty rates and greater usage of  
food stamps than counties where Wal-Mart did not build, all other things being equal. 

 17. Julie Davis, David Merriman, Lucia Samayoa, Brian Flanagan, Ron Baiman, and Joe Persky, (2009), The Impact of  
an Urban Wal-Mart Store on Area Businesses, published by the Center for Urban Research and Learning Loyola 
University Chicago, www.luc.edu/curl/pdfs/Projects/WalMartReport2009122.doc

 18. Stacy Mitchell; (2008), Major Flaws Uncovered in Study Claiming Wal-Mart Has Not Harmed Small Businesses , 
Institute for Local Self-Reliance, http://www.ilsr.org/major-fl aws-uncovered-study-claiming-walmart-has-not-harmed-
small-business-2/
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Although, the study does not attempt to draw a conclusion about why Wal-Mart expands 
poverty, the authors suggest several possible factors, including a loss of  social capital 
that occurs when locally owned businesses close and the shift from comparatively 
better paying jobs at independent retailers to lower paying jobs at Wal-Mart19.

Apart from low wages, poor working conditions, inadequate health care, and company's 
strong anti-union policies are few other issues which concerns employees of  big retails.  This 
high dissatisfaction leads to high attrition rate, example, in case of  Wal-Mart, approximately 
70% of  its employees leave within the first year20.  The working condition in big retails is 
very exploitative in nature.  Generally people/employees do not raise their voice against these 
powerful corporations.  However, when the exploitation reaches beyond a tolerable limit, the 
voices start protesting.

 5. Lawsuits as an Evidence of  Employee Exploitation and Dissatisfaction 

Those projecting foreign retail players as messiah of  new employment must look at the various 
law suits filed against the big retailers in their home/host countries.  Before the youth of  
Indian youth India are mislead by true or false claims, they have right to get an honest answer 
on number of  lawsuits filed by the aggrieved employees of  the firms or MNC firms world 
wide.  In this paper we have just taken few aggrieved cases filled or protests by the employees 
of  Wal-Mart over the years.  

Walmart has also faced accusations involving poor working conditions of  its 
employees.  For example, a 2005 class action lawsuit in Missouri asserted approximately 
160,000 to 200,000 people who were forced to work off-the-clock, were denied 
overtime pay, or were not allowed to take rest and lunch breaks.  In 2000, Walmart 
paid $50 million to settle a class-action suit that asserted that 69,000 current and 
former Walmart employees in Colorado had been forced to work off-the-clock.21 
The company also faced similar lawsuits in other states, including Pennsylvania,22 

 19. Stephan J.  Goetz and Hema Swaminathan (2006 ) Wal-Mart and County-Wide Poverty.  S http://nercrd.psu.edu/
BigBoxes/GoetzWalMart.fi nal.pdf

 20. Buckley, Frank; Jamie McShane, Parija Bhatnagar (April 7, 2004).  "No smiles for Walmart in California".  CNN.  
Retrieved on August 4, 2006.

 21. Staff  Writer.  "Walmart to face employee suit in Missouri." USA Today.  November 2, 2005.  Retrieved on February 24, 
2007.

 22. Staff  Writer.  "Walmart Hit With $78M Fine." CBS News.  October 13, 2006.  Retrieved on February 24, 2007.
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Oregon,23 and Minnesota.24 Class-action suits were also filed in 1995 on behalf  of  
full-time Walmart pharmacists whose base salaries and working hours were reduced 
as sales declined, resulting in the pharmacists being treated like hourly employees.25

Walmart has also been accused of  issues problems.  It is said that the Walmart 
employees face gender discrimition during recruitment and discriminated at work 
place against in the work area.  Duke vs.  Walmart inc.  was a discrimination case on 
behalf  of  more than 1.5 million current and former female employees of  Walmart’s 
3,400 stores across the United States.  (9th circuit 2007) Dr.  William Bliebly who 
evaluated Walmart’s employment policies "against what social science research shows 
to be factors that create and sustain bias and those that minimize bias” (Bliebly) and 
he concluded saying, the men and women not being created equal in the workforce 
is what Walmart is doing and what they should essentially not be doing.

On October 16, 2006, approximately 200 workers on the morning shift at a Walmart 
Super Center in Hialeah Gardens, Florida walked out in protest against new store 
policies and rallied outside the store, shouting "We want justice", criticizing the 
company's recent policies as "inhuman." This marks the first time Walmart has faced 
a worker-led revolt of  such scale, according to both employees and the company.  
Reasons for the revolt included cutting full-time hours, a new attendance policy, 
and pay caps that the company imposed in August 2006, compelling workers to be 
available to work any shift (day, swing or night), and that shifts would be assigned 
by computers at corporate headquarters and not by local managers.  Walmart 
immediately held talks with the workers, addressing their concerns.26 Walmart asserts 
that its policy permits associates to air grievances without fear of  retaliation.27

The 2004 report by U.S.  Representative George Miller alleged that at ten percent of  
Walmart's stores, night time employees were locked inside, holding them prisoner.28 
There has been some concern that Walmart's policy of  locking its night time 
employees in the building has been implicated in a longer response time to dealing 

 23. Staff  Writer.  "Walmart Loses Unpaid Overtime Case." CBS News.  December 20, 2002.  Retrieved on February 24, 
2007.

 24. Greenhouse, Steven (2008-07-01).  "Walmart Faces Fine in Minnesota Suit".  NY Times.  Retrieved 2008-07-01.
 25. Tosh, Mark.  "Pharmacists win wage battle with Walmart—for now." Drug Store News.  August 30, 1999.  Retrieved on 

February 24, 2007
 26. Gogoi, Pallavi.  "Walmart Workers Walk Out." MSNBC.  October 18, 2006.  Retrieved on February 24, 2007.
 27. "Wal Mart's open door policy".  Pbs.org.  Retrieved 2011-09-12.
 28. Miller, George.  "Everyday Low Wages: The Hidden Price We All Pay For Walmart[dead link]." United States House of  

Representatives.  February 16, 2004.  Retrieved on February 24, 2007.
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with various employee emergencies, or weather conditions such as hurricanes in 
Florida.  Walmart said this policy was to protect the workers, and the store's contents, 
in high-crime areas and acknowledged that some employees were inconvenienced in 
some instances for up to an hour as they had trouble locating a manager with the key.29

6. Key Observations and Conclusion     

 ● FDI in multi-brand retail trade is not going to add new 10 million jobs without displacing 
the existing employment in unorganized retail sector.

 ● The hypothesis of  adding 10 million new jobs itself  is wrong as the in order to generate 
that much of  jobs, the mega stores in each cities has to expand by 10 times or higher.

 ● Indian metropolitan cities have very high density of  population, however, all populations 
are served by local neighborhood shops.  Incase, if  the organized retail has to grow 10 
times or more, it clearly means it will encroach neighborhood retail space.  This clearly 
means loss of  direct and indirect employment by the population associated with the 
unorganized retail space.

 ● The only positive impact of  FDI in multi-brand retail will be generation of  employment 
of  few educated unemployed youths.

 ● FDI in multi-brand retail will lead to availability of  surplus workers in retail job market.  

 ● Such situation will lead to competitive wage rates, meaning lesser wages for employees.

 ● Its not just lower wages, Indian retail employees, will also suffer due to exploitative 
policies of  corporate retail chains.  In the name of  efficiency they will be forced to work 
for longer hours with or without any significant monetary compensation.

 ● The negative impact of  big retail and employment environment will definitely impact the 
employment environment in unorganized retail sector too.

 ● In order to compete and survive from big retail, small shop keepers will expect more hard 
and smart work from their employees without any significant employment benefits or 
changes in remuneration.  It is also possible that the wages of  unorganized workers too 
get reduced in long run.

 29. Greenhouse, Steven.  "Workers Assail Night Lock-Ins by Walmart." The New York Times.  January 18, 2004.  Retrieved 
on February 24, 2007.
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 ● The arguments put in favour of  FDI in multi-brand retail is nothing but an eye wash 
and an attempt to break the unity of  India, sometimes in the names of  new employment 
avenues, farmers, infrastructural development, lower price of  commodities, quality 
products, etc.

 ● In reality, FDI in multi-brand retail is going to transform Indian economy, wherein the 
dictates of  foreign corporations will prevail.  It is the foreign capitalist corporations 
along with their Indian subsidiaries and low voiced unequal partners who will decide our 
lifestyle, food tastes, work environment and conditions, etc.

 ● It will be foolish to expect foreign retail companies to generate additional new employment 
in India when they have actually led to reduction in jobs in their home country.

 ● Anyone expecting to have comfortable life under the employment of  foreign retail chains 
is just living in illusion created by the agents and consultants of  foreign investors, as they 
are paid for projecting the glorified work environment.  How come a company which 
cannot ensure the comfort of  its own citizens in its parent country, can ensure the Indian 
employees employed for its Indian stores be not subjected to exploitation and stringent 
work conditions.
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